
RAV - Slezák Seina flexi SE918.0/10
S otočným flexibilním ramínkem - pro dvě vody - pitnou a užitkovou

EAN: 8595163580916

3 630 Kč
3 000 Kč bez DPH

The new product  on  the  market  is  the  Seina  flexi  SE918.0/10  kitchen mixer  tap,  which  is  designed for
"two waters" - drinking water and utility water. The tap is manufactured by the Czech company Slezák -
Rav CZ, s.r.o., which emphasizes honesty and tradition. It has been operating on the market since 2001.
The products of the brand Slezák Rav CZ, s.r.o. come with an exceptional ten-year warranty.

The Rav Battery -  Slezák Seina flexi SE918.0/10  is  specially  designed for  households that  use two
types of water. One type as utility water, for example for dishwashing. The other type is drinking water or
filtered water. This water is always cold.

These waters enter the battery separately and pass through the entire battery, including the spout,
separately as well. This spout is made in such a way that there is a tube inside it through which drinking /
filtered water flows all the way to the aerator, where it also comes out separately. Today, the trend is one
battery for "two waters". This battery replaces two batteries that some companies still use to this
day, thus saving space on the sink.

This battery is offered in a variety of colors:

shiny chrome / matte black

Key features of the RAV Sležák Seina flexi SE918.0/10 kitchen faucet



attractive kitchen faucet in a modern design
Seina flexi SE918.0/10 with a 10-year warranty.
ideal choice for a healthy lifestyle with filtered drinking water
flexible body of the battery
rotating head by 360°
Easy installation
the battery is designed for two types of water - drinking and utility
The manufacturer is the Czech company Slezák Rav CZ, s.r.o., with a tradition since 2001.

Note:  the 10-year warranty applies to the tightness of  the casting (battery body),  the cartridge is
guaranteed for 6 years, and the surface finish of the battery is guaranteed for 2 years. Other parts are
subject to the Civil Code from the date of purchase.

Parts of the packaging:

Assembly instructions



Parameters
Battery appearance
Battery shape: Arch
Surface treatment: Chrome/black.
Battery function
Retractable nozzle: No
Switching aerator / shower: No
Turning head.: about 360 degrees
Battery management: Leverage
Battery for "two waters" (for filtered water): Yes
In general
Cartridge type: Ceramic
Average cartridge: 35 mm KA3501
Screwing hoses: "0" - connection of flex hoses 3/8"
Warranty: 10
Aerator: MA0028 and perlátor from Neoperl MA0001 company.
Product TARIC code: 84818011
Battery packaging dimensions (cm)
Width of the packaging: 23.5
Height of the packaging: 6

Depth of the packaging: The text you provided does not contain any Czech text or
HTML tags to translate.

Weight including packaging (kg): 3



  

  

  

  


